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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a new technique of recovery for ob-
ject-based Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) systems. 
The new technique, integrated with a coherence protocol 
for atomic consistency model, offers high availability of 
shared objects in spite of multiple node and communica-
tion failures, introducing little overhead. It ensures fast 
recovery in case of multiple node failures and enables a 
DSM system to circumvent the network partitioning, as 
far as a majority partition can be constituted. 
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1. Introduction 

One of the most important issues in designing modern 
Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) systems is fault toler-
ance aimed at guaranteeing continuous availability of 
shared data even in case of failures of some DSM nodes. 
Each node failure results in a loss of shared object stored 
in the local volatile memory of the failed node. The DSM 
recovery problem consists in restoring the values of lost 
data in such a way that the whole memory remains in a 
consistent state according to the consistency model used. 
The recovery techniques developed for general distributed 
systems are not well suited for most DSM consistency 
models, mainly because they require frequent accesses to 
a stable secondary storage in order to save the current 
state of the computation (a checkpoint), and therefore 
they suffer from significant overhead when imposed on 
DSM systems. This motivates investigations for new 
recovery protocols dedicated for DSM. 

None of the currently published DSM systems tolerate 
concurrent failures of multiple nodes or network partition-
ing. Therefore, our research aims to construct a check-

pointing/recovery protocol which would overcome this 
limitation. This paper presents a new solution for the 
DSM recovery problem – a coherence protocol for atomic 
consistency [1] extended for efficient recovery and data 
availability in spite of multiple node failures and network 
partitioning. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we 
define the recovery problem and describe the related 
work. Section 3 details a new coherence protocol ex-
tended with checkpointing in order to offer high 
availability and fast recovery of shared data. Some 
concluding remarks are given in Section 4. 

2. Background 

In this paper we assume the unit of shared memory to 
be an object. Each shared object consists of its current 
state (object value) and object methods which read and 
modify the object state. We distinguish two different 
general operations on shared objects: read access and 
write access. The read access ri(x) to an object x is issued 
when process Pi invokes a read-only method of the object 
x. The write access wi(x) to an object x is issued when 
process Pi invokes any other method of x. Any write 
access results in a new object value of x. 

The replication mechanism is typically used to in-
crease the efficiency of DSM object access, by allowing 
each process to locally access a replica of the object. 
However, concurrent access to different replicas of the 
same shared object requires consistency management. 
The coherence protocol synchronizes each access to rep-
licas, accordingly to the DSM consistency criterion. This 
protocol performs all communication necessary for the 
interprocess synchronization via message-passing.  

Another important issue is the recovery of memory 
state in case of failures of some DSM nodes. Several 
approaches have been developed so far to solve the DSM 



recovery problem. They mainly fall in two general cases. 
Chronologically, the first consists in directly adapting 
checkpointing techniques, developed formerly for mes-
sage-passing distributed systems, for a DSM environment 
([2],[3],[4], among others). In message-passing systems, 
checkpointing is intended to store the state of computa-
tion (local states of all processes) in order to enable state 
restoration in case of further rollback due to some proc-
esses failure. The simplest method of taking a consistent 
checkpoint is to atomically store the state of a process 
after sending any message, as the send event introduces 
an interprocess dependency. Unfortunately, the cost of 
such communication induced checkpointing is too high to 
afford practical implementations. In DSM, the memory 
state changes accordingly to the write operations per-
formed by the DSM processes, and the goal of check-
pointing is to save the state of modified objects. This ap-
proach extends message-passing checkpointing algo-
rithms with special data structures, conforming to the 
shared memory unit, that are used to manage memory 
checkpoints, and with supplementary operations per-
formed by the DSM system ensuring correct maintenance 
of those structures in spite of failures.  

The second approach uses message logging, also 
originally developed for message-passing. Since in DSM 
systems the coherence protocol maintains the memory 
consistency by implicitly exchanging messages between 
nodes, the memory state of each process depends on the 
communication history pattern. In communication-
induced recovery approach, coherency protocol messages 
are logged in order to track dependencies between the 
replicas’ values. In this case, the dependency tracking 
algorithms for message-passing can be directly used. 
However, they are not optimal for DSM, because many 
messages of a coherence protocol do not change the 
memory state (e.g. read requests). This motivates the 
adaptation of dependency tracking for a particular coher-
ence protocol ([5], [6], among others).  

Both approaches involve an external stable storage for 
saving checkpoints or logs. Their main drawback is that 
the access to the stable storage implies significant over-
head and as a result limits the DSM efficiency. However, 
at least two recovery protocols for DSM ([7], [8]) make 
use of the DSM itself to store checkpoints in the local 
memory of distinct nodes in place of stable storage. For 
instance, the checkpointing protocol of [7] guarantees that 
each checkpoint is replicated on at least two distinct 
nodes of the system. 

We consider the protocols [7] and [8] precursors of 
the third approach which we follow in our research. In-
deed, the checkpointing can benefit from the existing 
replication mechanisms of DSM. This way, the recovery 
protocol can be at least partially integrated with the co-
herence protocol thus minimizing the total cost of both. 
Our recovery protocol presented in this paper is an ex-
tended coherence protocol which manages both data ac-
cess and checkpoint/recovery operation as the above pro-
tocols. But in contrast to them, it offers some new advan-

tages: it can overcome multiple node failures and network 
partitioning, and allows to instantaneously take over the 
ownership of objects from failed processes. Another 
contribution of this work is to show that integration of 
recovery and coherence operations can lead to significant 
efficiency improvements even in very restrictive consis-
tency models. We propose a dependency induced burst 
checkpointing guaranteeing required consistency of all 
checkpoints at a minimal cost. 

In this work, we investigate atomic consistency [1] 
(also known as linearizability [9]) which guarantees that 
any access to a shared object operates on its most recent 
value (in real time). Atomic consistency is the most intui-
tive and easy-to-program consistency model. Behavior of 
a DSM system in this model corresponds exactly to a 
single multiprocessor system and gives to the application 
programmer an impression of using a centralized system. 
This approach does not require any new programming 
skills and is highly error-proof, compared to message-
passing programming. 

We assume that atomic consistency is maintained by a 
coherence protocol proposed by Li and Hudak in [1]. It 
uses a write-invalidate schema which allows only one 
process to write a given object x (an exclusive replica of 
the object, in writable state – WR), meanwhile the other 
processes are not allowed to access the object (i.e. all 
other existing replicas are invalidated – they are in INV 
state). An exclusive replica of object x is called master 
replica of x and the process currently holding it is called 
x’s owner. When no write access is performed, an object 
can have several replicas simultaneously accessible only 
for reading (being in read-only state – RO). A set 
containing the identities of all processes currently holding 
a replica of object x is called copyset of x, CS(x).  

Briefly, if process Pi issues a read access to object x 
unavailable locally (i.e. the local replica of x is in INV 
state), the protocol issues a read request ri(x) to the cur-
rent owner of x. The owner adds the identity of Pi to 
CS(x) and sends back to Pi a new RO replica of x. If Pi 
performs a write access to object x unavailable locally, 
the protocol relays a write request wi(x) to the object 
owner. On this request, the owner invalidates all the rep-
licas in CS(x), clears CS(x) and then sends back to Pi a 
new replica of x along with the ownership of x. When 
arrived at Pi, the replica is set to the WR state and CS(x) 
includes only Pi. 

Each object has been assigned a manager selected 
from among all processes, which keeps a directory entry 
that contains the identity of the current owner. The man-
ager of a given object can be determined by a static or 
dynamic (indirect reference) mapping. 

In our considerations we assume the fail-stop model 
of failures, i.e. the DSM nodes and communication links 
can fail at arbitrary moments by crashing. We require any 
such failure to be eventually detected. Also, network 
partitioning must result in eventually detecting all un-
available processes as failed, for each system partition. 
We allow merging separate partitions of the system on 



condition that partitioning must be detected before the 
mergence. Finally, we assume the reliability of directory 
services to enable the identification of current object 
owners at any time. 

The next part of this paper describes our extended pro-
tocol based on Li-Hudak coherence protocol for atomic 
consistency. 

3. Checkpoint Replication Protocol for 
Atomic Consistency 

We propose here an extension of the Li-Hudak consis-
tency protocol [1]. The extension aims to offer a low-cost 
checkpointing of shared objects and a high availability of 
checkpoints in spite of multiple node failures. It ensures 
fast recovery in case of multiple DSM node failures and 
enables to circumvent network partitioning. Checkpoint-
ing is performed independently for each process, but it 
guarantees consistency of all checkpoints at any moment 
(as the coherence protocol guarantees atomic consistency 
of the whole DSM system). It is a modification of write 
induced checkpointing optimized for low overhead. Not 
every write access implies new checkpoint, checkpointing 
is performed only when the actual interprocess depend-
ency is created. Atomic consistency is then achieved by a 
burst checkpointing – all precedent modifications of other 
objects are reflected in their checkpoints. Checkpointing 
is integrated with normal work of the coherence protocol, 
so the amount of additional synchronization is minimized.  

Checkpoints are stored in DSM as special-purpose 
replicas (called checkpoint replicas). The identities of 
DSM nodes holding checkpoint replicas are stored in 
CCS (checkpoint copyset) maintained by object owners. 
CCS(x) is initiated at the creation of x. The content of 
CCS(x) can change accordingly to further access requests 
or failure pattern, or any load balancing mechanisms. 
Obviously, the size of CCS(x) influences not only the 
degree of checkpoint availability (i.e. failure resilience of 
the system) but also the cost of checkpointing operation 
(since the update operation is much more costly than the 
invalidate one). A possible solution is to always keep the 
number nr of checkpoint replicas between boundaries 
nrmin and nrmax. The number nrmin represents the minimum 
number of checkpoint replicas necessary to reach the 
desired failure resilience. On the other hand, the number 
nrmax represents the maximum number of checkpoint 
replicas allowed to limit the protocol overhead. As a re-
sult, this will ensure the required high level of availability 
of checkpoints at minimal cost. Here we let nrmin = 





2
n , 

where n is the total number of system nodes. This guaran-
tees that, in case of network partitioning, there will al-
ways be a valid checkpoint in a majority partition. The 
problem of creating a majority partition has been ad-
dressed in several works (see [10], among others) and we 
do not consider it in this paper. 

In addition to RO, WR and INV states, the proposed 
extended protocol introduces two new replica states: 
ROC (read-only checkpoint) and C (checkpoint). ROC is 
a checkpoint replica available for read access to object x. 
The value of a replica ROC reflects the state of x at the 
moment of the last checkpoint. As no further write has 
been performed on this object, a ROC replica reflects the 
current value of x. Therefore, on any read access to x, a 
ROC replica is used as if it was in RO state. All check-
point replicas are in state ROC directly after the check-
pointing operation, until some process issues a write 
request to x. At that moment ROC replica switches into 
state C (we recall, that RO replicas are invalidated then). 
Note that independently of ROC replicas there can be 
several RO replicas of x. A checkpoint replica C is avail-
able only on recovery to restore a consistent state of 
DSM. Replica of x in state C is not available for read or 
write operations on x. 

The checkpointing is performed on each external ac-
cess to a WR replica (i.e. on each state transition from the 
WR state). When a recently modified value of x has to be 
transferred from Pi to any Pj on a read or write request, 
and that value has not been yet read by any other process 
than the owner (we call that value dirty), the extended 
protocol updates all checkpoint replicas of x prior to the 
transfer to Pj (actually, this operation takes a new check-
point for x). In order to guarantee the atomicity of the 
checkpointing operation, a 2PC (Two Phase Commitment 
[11]) schema of the update can be used, with the current 
owner as a coordinator. Another approach could simply 
update all replicas in CS(x) after each write access to x, 
instead of invalidating replicas of CS(x) and updating 
those of CCS(x). That approach guarantees the atomic 
consistency, but has two considerable drawbacks. Firstly, 
it does not guarantee the required availability of x, if a 
current cardinality of CS(x) is less than nrmin. Secondly, it 
suffers from update overhead on each write access. The 
overhead can significantly be reduced in our approach. 
Indeed, when Pi issues several subsequent writes to x 
(which is generally a typical behavior resulting from 
program locality), the checkpointing is not necessary as 
far as this sequence is not interrupted by any read access 
from another process. The reason is that even if Pi fails 
after having modified x, these modifications were not yet 
visible to any other processes (since none of them issued 
a read request to x), and therefore restoring the value of x 
from the last checkpoint (taken before the modifications 
of failed Pi) will preserve the atomic consistency of DSM 
memory. 

However, it is necessary to remark, that at the moment 
of checkpointing x, Pi can also own some other object y, 
which was modified before the last modification of x (i.e. 
y WR replica is dirty). Then, if Pi fails after checkpoint-
ing x but before checkpointing y, the atomic consistency 
of the memory could be violated on recovery, since the 
formerly checkpointed value of y will be inconsistent 
with the checkpointed value of x (if the recovered state of 
memory reflects modifications performed by Pi on x, it 



has to reflect also those done on y). Therefore, at any 
object’s ownership transfer, Pi is required to atomically 
perform a burst checkpointing, i.e. to checkpoint all dirty 
objects modified before the last modification of x (a sim-
ple timestamp mechanism can be used). 

The subsequent points describe the behavior of the ex-
tended protocol in response to access requests made by 
process Pi. 

1) If Pi issues a read request ri(x) and the local replica 
of x is in state RO, ROC or WR, the read operation is 
performed instantaneously. 

2) If Pi issues a read request ri(x) and the local replica 
of x is in state INV or C, the request is propagated to the 
current owner of x, Pk. If the master replica at Pk is in 
state WR, it is transformed into RO and, if x has not been 
checkpointed since the last modification, a checkpoint is 
taken of all objects in WR state owned by Pk, modified 
but not yet checkpointed. The identity of Pi is added to 
CS(x) and the protocol updates the local replica of Pi, 
setting it into RO state. 

3) If Pi issues a write request wi(x) and the local rep-
lica of x is in state WR, the modification is performed 
instantaneously. 

4) If Pi requests a write access wi(x) and the local rep-
lica of x is in state INV or C, the request is propagated to 
the current owner of x, Pk. If the master replica at Pk is in 
state WR and has not been checkpointed yet, a burst 
checkpoint is taken of all objects in WR state owned by 
Pk, modified but not yet checkpointed. The replica at Pk is 
set to state C, the identity of Pk is excluded from CS(x) 
and added to CSS(x), in place of Pi, if possible. Then the 
protocol transfers the current value of x with CS(x) and 
CSS(x) to Pi, making Pi current owner of x. The new 
owner invalidates all the remaining replicas in CS(x) and 
sets the state of x to WR. 

5) If Pi issues a write request wi(x) and the local rep-
lica of x is in state RO or ROC, no update is necessary, 
only the ownership transfer is required, with eventual 
checkpointing and invalidation of other ROC replicas as 
in 4). 

Figure 1 presents a protocol automaton for an object x 
accessed by process Pi.  

3.1 Recovery 
At any point of time there are at least nrmin replicas of 

x, thus in case of a failure of f < nrmin processes (at most f 
processes crashes or become separated from the majority 
partition) there will be at least one non-faulty replica in 
the primary partition that can be potentially used to serve 
further access requests. As long as the current owner is 
non-faulty in the majority partition, the extended coher-

ency protocol assures processing all requests to x issued 
in the majority partition. If the current owner becomes 
unavailable, the recovery procedure must elect a new 
owner from among all processes in CS(x) available in the 
primary partition or, if there are no such processes in the 
primary partition (if, for instance, the owner held the 
master replica in WR state at the moment of its failure), 
the value of x must be recovered from a checkpoint rep-
lica at any process in CCS(x) available in the primary 
partition. Note that all checkpoint replicas will be either 
in ROC or C state, thus each of them will have the same 
value. 

It is important to note that in case of system partition-
ing, the election of a new owner may result in temporal 
simultaneous existence of several master replicas in WR 
state, i.e. the old one in one partition (dirty master rep-
lica) and the new one in the majority partition (primary 
master replica). Therefore, in order to avoid inconsis-
tency, the recovery protocol invalidates all replicas in 
non-majority partitions. This invalidation will be per-
formed in each such partition, no later than on the first 
external access to a non-primary master replica in that 
partition. 

Merging two partitions is allowed for the DSM sys-
tem under the assumption that the partitioning must be 
detected before the restored network links merge both 
partitions. Such an assumption guarantees that only a 
value of the primary master replica will be used for 
accessing objects after the mergence. 

3.2 Better integration with coherency protocol 
The presented coherency protocol enables some op-

timizations to be made in order to increase the efficiency. 
A simple optimization is intended to minimize the up-

date cost of checkpoint replicas, introducing a correlation 
between CCS(x) and CS(x) of the same object x. When 
the cardinality of CS(x) is not less than nrmin, we require 
CCS(x)⊆CS(x). This way, after each checkpoint opera-
tion, we offer a possibility of instantaneous read access 
for x at all processes in CCS(x) holding a RO replica of x 
till now, with no additional cost. As they are now holding 
ROC replicas updated on checkpointing, no supplemen-
tary operation will be required on read accesses issued by 
these processes. For the same reason, when the cardinal-
ity of CS(x) is less than nrmin we require CS(x)⊆CCS(x) – 
this permits to reduce the cost of CCS(x) update if any 
subsequent read accesses will be issued by any of proc-
esses formerly holding an RO replica. 
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Figure 1 Automaton for the extended protocol (for a replica of x on a process Pi)  

4. Conclusions 

The coherence-recovery protocol, proposed in this pa-
per is a modification of write induced checkpointing, 
guaranteeing atomic consistency, but optimized for low 
overhead. Not every write access implies new checkpoint, 
checkpointing is performed only when the actual inter-
process dependency is created. Atomic consistency is then 
achieved by a burst mode of checkpoints – all precedent 
modifications of other objects are reflected in their check-
points. 

The protocol brings up several important contribu-
tions: it offers an efficient checkpoint replication resulting 
in high availability of all DSM objects at low cost, en-

ables fast recovery and tolerates network partitioning as 
far as a majority partition exists. Some possible further 
optimizations are also presented. Further work should 
investigate a dynamic management of the boundary re-
striction for CCS, as well as an appropriate method of 
determining a majority partition. 

The proposed protocol has been implemented in 
PORSHE (Process and Object Replication System for 
Heterogeneous Environments [12]) – a reliable distributed 
processing system offering data objects replication, based 
on Jash DSM platform [13]. The portability of applica-
tions and system services results from Java portability and 
CORBA compliant paradigm of communication through 
an ORB (Object Request Broker).  
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